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Historic Elmira’s 5th Amazing Elmira Treasure Hunt:  
The Search For Lions, Tigers & Plants is Over 

Heather Lovell is the 2015 Winner! 
 

ELMIRA, NY June 9, 2015 - In honor of National Preservation Month, Historic Elmira Inc. celebrated its 

5th Annual Amazing Elmira Treasure Hunt with Flora & Fauna architectural building decorations and a 

theme of Lions, Tigers & Plants, Oh My. The purpose of the treasure hunt is to raise awareness about 

the many historic buildings and sites in the greater Elmira area and to honor historic preservation. 

  

The 5th Annual Amazing Elmira Treasure Hunt winner is Heather Lovell, a lifetime resident of Elmira who 

lives on the Southside. “The Treasure Hunt was a lot of fun, but harder than I thought it would be,” states 

Heather. “I’ve lived in Elmira all my life and never really noticed many of the buildings or the architecture. I 

walked most of the Hunt, so I really became familiar with many of the beautiful buildings and the unique 

architecture during my search – and I got lots of great exercise!”   

 

“When I wasn't actually out looking for places, I looked up addresses on line and learned a lot about 

Elmira's history, too,” added Lovell. “I had trouble finding the last couple so my whole family got involved 

– my sister, my mother and father - and they became obsessed with it too. We were going out 3 or 4 

times a week and finished early, before the contest deadline. It was a great thing to do as a family. The 

Treasure Hunt encouraged all of us to view the buildings in a new light.” 

  

The 5th Annual Amazing Elmira Treasure Hunt featured original photography from Sam Halperin, a 19-

year-old who represents a new generation of enthusiastic preservationists. He volunteered his time 

between working and college to locate and photograph the architectural elements of the Flora and Fauna 

style buildings all over the city. 
  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Historic Elmira’s Amazing Elmira Treasure Hunt was set up similar to a scavenger hunt, where 

participants had to identify twenty icons of Flora and Fauna architectural building decorations throughout 

Elmira’s historic sites as possible. Thank you to all who participated. Congratulations to Heather and 

family, the only submission that identified the address of each clue correctly. Her efforts are being 

rewarded with a check for $150.  
  

The Amazing Elmira Treasure Hunt answer key can be found at www.HistoricElmira.org. 
  

The mission of Historic Elmira, Inc. is to champion historic preservation in the Elmira region by providing 

education, advocacy, collaboration, and facilitation in activities supporting preservation and 

enhancements of buildings and sites of historic significance. 
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